Abstract: Direction of arrival (DOA) determination is an important subject for remote sensing. For radar applications monopulse principles are widely used. This article compares the amplitude matching algorithm [1] to the complex monopulse algorithm [2, 3] with respect to the influence of noise. While the overall assessment of the angular estimation process is performed by simulation, the major features can be confirmed by analytical analysis. The results show that by using phase and magnitude information a better error characteristic performance within the multibeam-illuminated area can be achieved.
Introduction
Due to the recent progress in computational power and the availability of monolithic integrated microwave components which are produced cost-efficiently by the semiconductor industry, radar systems step by step gain market shares wherever remote sensing is needed. Precise determination of the direction of arrival (DOA) for the backscattered incident wave is necessary for current commercial automotive and other radar sensor systems. The most typical example requiring an efficient DOA determination can be found in ACC (adaptive cruise control) systems. In most of the systems, angular discrimination is done by evaluating the signals received from several interlacing antenna beams. Nearly all angular signal processing algorithms within those systems are based on or have their roots in monopulse theory. It has been developed during the first half of the last century especially for two antenna beams considering military angular tracking tasks. A comprehensive description of classical monopulse techniques is given in [4] and [5] . This paper focuses on two derivates of monopulse techniques, Amplitude Matching (AM) [1, 3] and complex monopulse (CMP) [2, 3] algorithms, which are used in ACC-systems and will be discussed and compared with respect to their sensitivity to the influence of noise.
Algorithms and simulations

General evaluation procedure
Since most of the systems today are multibeam configurations, all the algorithms have been extended to multibeam radar systems. For the specific implementation, the antenna diagrams x i (φ) of each beam must be known. Using the complex radiation characteristics x i (φ), the two-way antenna diagrams X i (φ) can be calculated for an n 0 -beam system, assuming that all antenna beams are simultaneously used for transmission and illuminate the area of interest while angular specific reception is realized by the individual beams:
(1) Figure 1 shows the two-way antenna diagram for a 3-beamsystem in magnitude and phase. The magnitudes are normalized to the maximum of the central beam.
Amplitude matching
The amplitude matching algorithm is characterized by a complete neglect of the phase information. This can be justified by the fact that the flat phase characteristic within the mainlobes of the beams carries only minor information. The CMP algorithm, however, takes care of all the information in order to determine DOA. The expected signal amplitudes U 1e . . . U 3e in a 3-beam system, which are related to the two-way antenna characteristic, depend on the transmitted power S and can be described by
where S: transmitted power X n : two-way diagram (dimensionless) K : constant to account for propagation and scattering in √ Ω A suitable normalization [2] gives the expected results independent of the propagation and scattering ef- fects and leads to 3 reference functions f i , which principally include the two-way responses. They are a function of angular information only. Each object belonging to a specific angle of incidence produces values of the reference functions between 0 and 1, which are generally not unique:
The observed magnitudes U im of the received signals stemming from a scattering center at angle φ 0 will be corrupted by noise:
If these values are used as an estimate u i for the reference function f i according to (5) , the result will be dependent on noise and possibly also on further systematic errors.
The difference d i between the observed quantity u i and the expected values of the pertaining reference function according to (5) will exhibit a zero respectively a minimum in the presence of noise. If these difference functions d i are evaluated for all possible angles φ, a minimum for each of them is expected if φ approaches φ 0 .
To take into account the possible ambiguities of the individual difference functions, an overall evaluation is done by computing the sum R of the difference functions as a function of φ according to (7) in the expectation that the correct angle will be characterized by the global minimum response of R(φ) (8).
These difference functions d i are plotted against φ for an incident angle φ 0 of 3.9 • in Fig. 2 (upper diagram) . The individual difference functions given there show several minima, while the global response R in the lower diagram clearly indicates the actual angle.
The final accuracy of the estimate for the DOA given by the effective deviation ∆φ i,eff directly depends on the noise and its influence on each of the reference functions. It can be analytically characterized by:
The effective error in determining the value of the individual normalized value ∆ f i,eff of the reference function caused by the noise N j can be formulated as:
According to (4) it can be derived that:
Fig. 2. Difference functions d i (φ) and global response function R(φ).
By combining (10) and (11) and assuming equal noise contributions
we obtain
The effective angular error ∆φ i,eff due to the evaluation of each reference function can be formulated with (9) as
The signal-to-noise ratio, which is used to characterise simulation results is the one which is obtained by
whereas the actual SNR n in each channel depends on angle and direction of incidence:
The result of angular estimation is clearly influenced by the channel specific reference and difference functions. According to (14) it can be expected that simulation results confirm problematic angular zones which will exist where any of the reference functions shows a horizontal tangent. Figure 3b gives a typical simulation result (100 samples) for the case of Gaussian noise, which has been added to the true values U ie according to (4) . The noise has been defined according to (15) [3] . The root-mean-square (solid line) and the maximum (broken line) angular error confirm that in the central angular region, where always any reference function f i has horizontal tangents, the error is enlarged. At the boundaries of the evaluation area the increasing errors of the algorithm are caused by less SNR and are influenced by the horizontal tangents of f 1 and f 3 .
Complex Monopulse Algorithm (CMP)
The CMP algorithm [2, 3] can be determined in a similar way. For this algorithm, different reference functions are defined, which incorporate the phase information evaluating the complex signal amplitudes. Further, the evaluation is restricted to the two neighboring beams of higher amplitude, while the AM-algorithm takes into account simultaneous information from all beams. This approach omits the contribution from noise of the channel without any target in its illuminated area.
All functions involved are now complex. The CMP algorithm's reference functions [1, 3] are given by
The estimate for the reference function u i and the response function R are given accordingly by
where d i is again given by (6). The CMP algorithm produces only n 0 − 1 reference functions. Only one of them is used for the final angular estimation. The selection of f i which will be used, is made by a suitable amplitude criterion. Typically, the adjacent channels with the highest amplitudes will be chosen for angular evaluation [2, 3] . The actual angular position of the target is estimated by the angle φ 0 obtained from finding the minimum of the response function R.
The reference functions, which are plotted in Fig. 4 , can be plotted in the complex plane, and are shown for the three-beam system characterized in Fig. 1 . The reference functions f i again are analytical functions and can be evaluated with respect to error using (14). Since the term ∂ f i /∂φ never will become zero (see Fig. 4 ) for the reference functions used in CMP evaluation, no error singularities will occur. Figure 5 shows the simulated error characteristic of a three beam system with CMP algorithm evaluation. As expected, there are no significant singularity influences within the evaluation region. The transition of the RMS error value to the unusable area is quite smooth. The peaks in the maximum error characteristic are caused by assigning the normalized values u i to the wrong part of the reference curve. This effect can be minimized by a suitable choice of the evaluation region for each reference curve. Especially for multibeam systems this effect will not disturb the results in the main evaluation region, since the problematic behavior of the reference curves near their boundaries is not used. By a conformal transformation of the reference curve such boundary effects can also be minimized [3] .
Conclusion
A comparison between AM and CMP angular determination algorithms has been performed by simulation showing better performance in terms of accuracy and the width of the angular field for the CMP algorithm.
The major role of the reference functions is identified and explained by an analytical analysis. The result shows that it is of great benefit in spite of the necessary additional hardware efforts to use phase and amplitude information for estimating the directions of arrival. This is also true for cases in which, at a first glance, phase information does not seem to carry much information. This is, e.g., typical for any multibeam lens system using feeds in the focal plane.
The AM algorithm suffers from the singularities which are unavoidably present in the real evaluation domain. They can be avoided by carrying out the angular estimation through comparing information in the complex plane.
